DRAFT WORKSHOP PROGRAMME

Our Right of Way: Walk and cycle

March 22, 2012
Amaltas Hall, India Habitat Centre, New Delhi

9:00 am: REGISTRATION

SESSION I: GLOBAL INITIATIVES ON INCLUSIVE TRANSPORT: WALKING AND CYCLING

9:30 am – 11:15 am

CHAIRPERSON: P. K. TRIPATHI, Chief Secretary, Government of NCT of Delhi

SUNITA NARAIN: Director General, Centre for Science and Environment
- LAKE SAGARIS, Chile
  Citizen participation in active transport: Chile experience
- NAVDEEP ASIJA, Founder, Ecocabs, Fazilka
  Replicating Fazilka initiative on eco-cab in other Punjab cities
- JEROEN BUIS, Dutch Cycling Embassy
  How Dutch cities have seen the turn around
- PRASHANTA KHANAL, Clean Energy Network, Nepal
  Walkability in Kathmandu
- THUSITHA SUGATHAPALA, President, Clean Air Sri Lanka
  Non-motorised transport initiatives in Sri Lanka
- SAMEERA KUMAR ANTHAPUR, Clean Air Initiative for Asian cities
  Assessment of walkability in 20 Asian cities

Open House discussion

11.15 am – 11.30 am: TEA BREAK

SESSION II: HOW DELHI CAN SCALE UP WALKING AND CYCLING
11:30 am – 1.30 pm

CHAIRPERSON: SUNITA NARAIN, Director General, Centre for Science and Environment

- ANUMITA ROYCHOWDHURY, Executive Director, Centre for Science and Environment
  Our Right of Way: Living on the edge -- Setting the terms of action
- SANDEEP DIKSHIT, Member of Parliament:
  Why I cycle?
- SATYENDRA GARG, Joint Commissioner of Police – Traffic
  Making roads safe for all
- PANKAJ MUNJAL, The President-designate, All India Cycles Manufacturers Association and Managing Director Hero Cycle
  Bicycle industry: Potential and challenges
- ASHOK KHURANA, Engineer Member, Delhi Development Authority
  Integrating walking and cycling in road and urban planning
- KESHAV CHANDRA, Secretary Environment, Government of NCT of Delhi
  How Delhi’s action plan can integrate walking and cycling for a clean city?
- V. K. GUPTA, Engineer in Chief, Public Works Department TBC
  Revisiting road design for inclusive planning
- RAJESH KALRA, Chief Editor of Times Internet, Times of India Group, and the initiator of Pedalyatri (a cycling initiative)
  Building public opinion and support for walking and cycling

Open House discussion

1.30 pm – 2.30 pm: LUNCH BREAK

SESSION III: FROM THE GRASSROOTS

2.30 pm – 4.15 pm

CHAIRPERSON: BHURE LAL, Chairman, Environment Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority

PANELISTS

- RAMANANDA WANGKHEIRAKPAM, Forum for Indigenous Perspectives and Action, Imphal, Manipur
  Cycle for Life: Making cycles of bamboo for all
- PRADEEP KUMAR SARMAH, Executive Director, Centre for Rural Development
  Rickshaw bank initiative
- SURENDRRA MATHUR, Matsya-Mewat Shiksha Evam Vikas Sansthan, Alwar
Addressing conflict between motorized vans and cycle rickshaw in Alwar

- RAJENDRA RAVI, Institute for Democracy and Sustainability, Delhi
  Non-motorised transport and freight

- RANJIT GADGIL, Parisar, Pune
  Pune initiative on bike and tracks

- KANTHIMATHI KANNAN, Right To Walk Foundation, Hyderabad
  Walking: A matter of human rights

- RAJ JANAGAM, ‘Cycle Chalo’ – The first entrepreneur in bike sharing programme
  Business model for bike sharing

- SUNEETA DHAR, Secretary and Director, JAGORI
  Safety audits: Gender perspective

Open House discussion

VOICES: Short comments

- SUJIT PATWARDHAN, Parisar, Pune

- MURALI H. R., Creative Consultant, Namma Cycle, Bangalore

- BHARGAVI RAO, Coordinator (Education and Training)/Trustee Environment Support Group, Bangalore

4.15 pm – 4.30 pm: TEA BREAK

SESSION IV: Designing cities for walking and cycling

4.30 pm – 5.45 pm

CHAIRPERSON: S K LOHIA, OSD (UT) & E.O. Joint Secretary, Ministry of Urban Development

PANELISTS

- PRASAANA DESAI, Architect, Architects, Interiors and Urban Design, Pune
  How design interventions can make a difference?

- GEETAM TIWARI, Professor, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
  Policies for safe and inclusive planning

- ANVITA ARORA, i-Trans, Delhi
  Design, policy and standards for active transport

- NISHI MITTAL, Scientist F, Central Road Research Institute, Delhi
  Safety audits of roads

- ROMI ROY, UTTIPEC, Delhi
Street design guidelines for usable infrastructure

- ANJALEE AGARWAL, Executive Director, Samarthyam
  Universal design for walking

Open House discussion

VOICES: Short comments

- PRADEEP SACHDEVA, Design Associates
- AKASH HINGORANI, Oasis Design
- MUKTI ADVANI, Central Road Research Institute
- CHRISTOPHER KOST, Technical Director, Institute for Transportation and Development Policy